
DELICIOUS, ORGANIC, NATURAL

NATURALLY ITALIAN GELATO



The LAVV mix combines 
pure milk with the best 
natural ingredients 
Italy has to offer.

We do not compromise on quality: in the dna of Lavv 
gelato-cream, you will find all the goodness of italian 
artisanal gelato-cream with no preservatives, colourings 
or additives. In fact, thanks to the uht technology, 
the mix is reduced from a high temperature to a 
very low temperature. 
In this way, we guarantee the freshness and absence of 
bacteria in all our delicious gelato-creams. 
It is the start of a green life.

LAVV GELATO IS NATURE

*



We wanted to take Italian 
artisanal gelato-cream all over 
the world but also to make its 
preparation simple and quick.
This is how Lavv Gelato was 
born: a liquid mix that becomes 
gelato-cream in just a few 
minutes.so you can save money 
and time.

This is how lavv gelato-cream was born: a liquid mix 
that becomes gelato-cream in just a few minutes. no 
chef needed. When we created our gelato, we wanted 
it to be genuine and easy to prepare. Just pour the 
flavor of gelato you want into the mixer and...
gelato is served!

LAVV GELATO EQUALS SIMPLICITY

*

7’ 



*

100% Italian.
Unique, cool, natural.
LAVV gelato is entirely 
traceable.

We are the only company in the world that guarantees the 
absolute traceability of each single ingredient. 
This digital register/certificate means you can even trace 
the cow which produced the milk.

LAVV GELATO EQUALS TRANSPARENCY



To us at LAVV, 
safeguarding the environment 
is not our job, 
it is our mission.

* This is why both the mix and its packaging are entirely 
biodegradable. Extraordinary flavour, always: Lavv’s 
natural mix maintains its quality, freshness and flavour 
unaltered for 12 months.
In addition, it is possible to store the mix at room 
temperature* if sealed, without affecting its goodness.

*up to max 22°c

LAVV GELATO EQUALS SUSTAINABILITY



LAVV’s Restò

is the ideal machine for bars 
and restaurants.

LAVV MACHINES

* Compact and functional, it 
is suitable for all kinds of 
environments, it is easy 
and intuitive to use and 
requires little everyday 
maintenance.



LAVV’s PRO
Powerful, quick and functional,

the best -cream parlours

LAVV MACHINES

* A powerhouse of 
innovation:
small size and excellent 
performance for big 
quantities.
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